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Average speed of the seismic wave through
the mantle and crust:

2x2891 / 930 = 6.21 km/sec

Travel time and distance gives us speed: v=X/T



Elasticity and P and S waves
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3 . 2  E L A S T I C I T Y  T H E O R Y

Time

Fig. 3.2 (a) The stress strain relation for a hypothetical solid is

linear (Hooke's law) until the proportionality limit, and the

material delorms elastically until it reaches the elastic limit; plastic

deformation produces further strain until failure occurs. (b)

Variations of elastic, anelastic and plastic strains with time. durinc

and after application of a stress.

original state. A strain time plot has a box-like shape.

Howeveq in some materials the strain does not reach a

stable value immediately after application of a stress. but

nses gradually to a stable value. This type of strain response

is characteristic of anelastic materials. After removal of the

stress, the time-dependent strain returns reversibly to the

original level. In plastic deformation the strain keeps

rncreasing as long as the stress is applied. When the stress is

removed, the strain does not return to the original level; a

permanent strain is left in the material.

Our knowledge of the structure and nature of the

Earth's interior has been derived in large part from studies

of seismic waves released by earthquakes. An earthquake

occurs in the crust or upper mantle when the tectonic stress

exceeds the local strength of the rocks and failure occurs.

Away from the region of failure seismic waves sDread out

- \y
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Fig. 3.3 (a) Components,f, F, and F_ of the force F acting i

reference frame defined by orthogonal Carresian coordinate i

l and:. (b) The orientation of a small surface element with ar

is described by the direction normal to the surface. (c) The

components of force parallel to the _r-axis result in the norma

stress r,,; the components parallel to the y- and:_axes cause

stresses a-. and rr.-.

from an earthquake by elastic deformation of the :

through which they travel. Their propagation depen(

elastic properties that are described by the relation

between stress and strain.

3.2.2 The stress matrix

Consider a force F acting on a rectangular prism p in a r

ence frame delined by orthogonal Cartesian coordinate

-x, y and z (Fig. 3.3a). The component of F which acts r.

direction of the x-axis is designated {; the force F is

defined by i ts componenrs Fr. { and F . The size of a s

surface element is characterized by its area l, whil

onentation is described by the direction normal to

surface (Fig. 3.3b). The small surface with area norm;

the x-axis is designated A,. The component of forc

acting normal to the surface l. produces a normal st

denoted by o,,.. The components of force along the y- ar

axes result in shear stresse.r ol,,r and o-_ (Fig. 3.3c), given

Similarly, the components of the force F acting ol

element of surface 1,, normal to the y-axis define a nor

stress cr_u. and shear stresses o,yr, and o,r, while the con
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Young’s modulus:

E =
⇤1

⇧1
(1)

with ⇤2 = ⇤3 = 0.

Poisson’s Ratio:

⇥ = �⇧2

⇧1
= �⇧3

⇧1
(2)

For much of the mantle, ⇥ ⇥ 0.25 (a ‘Poisson solid’).

Incompressibility (Bulk modulus):

K = �V �P

�V
(3)

If ⇤1 = ⇤2 = ⇤3 = P ,

K =
⇤1

3⇧1
(4)

with ⇧1 = ⇧2 = ⇧3 = 1
3�V/V .

Rigidity (Shear modulus):

µ =
⇤S

⇧S
=

⇤1

2⇧1
(5)

⇤S = ⇤1 = �⇤2, ⇤3 = 0; ⇧S = 2⇧1 = �2⇧2, ⇧3 = 0

Modulus of simple longitudinal strain (Axial modulus):

⌅ =
⇤1

⇧1
(6)

where ⇧2 = ⇧3 = 0.

⌅ = K +
4

3
µ (7)

1

Elastic moduli
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Figure D.1 Shear deformation, referred to axes of principal stresses. Brokerr lines

represent strained cubes. Shear strain, t .  = t t  -  Ez = 2€r,  where tL = -€t .  The shear

stress, os, is represented by tangential forces acting on the faces of the inner cube and

is equal in magnitude to q.

of compressed and rarefied rock to isothermalise and it is the adiabatic

moduli that describe wave propagation. By Eq.(E.9) of Appendix E, the ratio

of adiabatic to isothermal incompressibil i t ies is (1+yaT); adiabatic and

isothermal shear moduli are equal, so that temperature changes are attributable

only to the volume component of strain. The ratio of adiabatic to isothermal

values for any other modulus may be obtained by expressing 
it 

in terms 
3f 

K

and ,u. Thus for the modulus of simple longitudinal strain 
[t 

= 

" 

* 
UU )

z ( t - zv r ) ( t+  v r )

(D.4)
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where v7., vs are the isothermal and adiabatic values of

core and most of the mantle, where temperatures

degrees, yaT is 0.03 to 0.06.
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Seismology and the internal structure of the Earth

e longitudinal wave is the fastest of all seismic waves.

an earthquake occurs, this wave is the first to arrive at

rding station. As a result it is called the primary wave,

rave. Equation 3.41 shows that P-waves can travel

;h solids, liquids and gases, all of which are compress-

K+0). Liquids and gases do not allow shear.

quently, g,:0, and the compressional wave velocity in

is given by

Q
p

3 . 3  S E I S M

The only

the shear war

and gases p

solids, a quic

.  a - -  K
a. - tF  =-
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where B is a1

Eq. (3.a8).

Until now r
along one of

mathematics,

second-order d

coordinates mr

equations beco

t: tE

Transverse waves

brations along the y- and z-axes (Fig. 3. I 0) are paral-

the wavefront and transverse to the direction of

gation. If we wish, we can combine the 1'- and z-com-

ts into a single transverse motion. It is more conve-

however, to analyze the motions in the vertical and

ntal planes separately. Here we discuss the dis-

rce in the vertical plane deflned by the x- and z-axes;

rlogous description applies to the horizontal plane.

: transverse wave motion is akin to that seen when a

shaken. Vertical planes move up and down and adja-

lements of the medium experience shape distortions

).12a), changing repeatedly from a rectangle to a

logram and back. Adjacent elements of the medium

vertical shear.

nsider the distortion of an element bounded by verti-

lnes separated by a small horizontal distance dx

).12b) at an arbitrary horizontal position x. The

e of a wave in the :r-direction produces a displace-

u and a force F- in the z-direction. At the position

the displacement is w*dw and the lorce is F-+dF_.

ass of the small  volume element bounded by the vert i-

nes is p dx 1,, where ,4, is the area of the bounding

The net force acting on this element in the z-direction

r b y

r )_  r : d r : *dx' d x (3.43)

: force 4 arises from the shear stress o,- on the area

d is equal to rr,.A,. The equation of motion of the

lly sheared element is

)ff:au,9en

now have to modify the Lamd expression for Hooke's

d the definition of shear strain so that they apply to

isage of a one-dimensional shear wave in the x-direc-

r this case, because the areas of the parallelograms

n adjacent vertical planes are equal, there is no

Fig. 3. I 2 (a) Shear distortion caused by the passage of a one-

dimensional S-wave. (b) Displacements and lorces in the

z-direction at the positions x and -x*dx bounding a small sheared

element.

volume change. The dilatation 0 is zero, and Hooke's law

(Eq. (3.28)) becomes

crr:2P'E' (3.45)

Following the definition of shear-strain components in
Eq. (3. I 2) we have

I ldw Au\

" ' : t \ i ;* i)
For a one-dimensional shear wave there is no change in

the distance dx between the vertical planes; du and, AulAz are

zero and e,- is equal b (AvtlAx)|2. On substitution into

Eq. (3.45) this gives

0w
o,-: lL ^

dx

and on further substitution into Eq. (3.44) and rearrange-

ment of terms we set

(3.42) 0)

(3.44)

(3.46)

02w ^62w
- :  B t -

A( 
'  

dxt

where B is the velocity of the shear wave, given by

(3.47)

Equation of motion:

F = ma (1)

@

2
u

@t

2
=

µ

⇢

@

2
u

@x

2
(2)

1

Application to elastic deformation in shear:F = ma (1)
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- the wave equation

F = ma (1)
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µ
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v =
r

µ
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(3)
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2
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(4)

1

- propagating wave speed



General expression for Hooke’s law:

⌥ij = cijkl�kl (8)

cijkl has 3⇥ 3⇥ 3⇥ 3 = 81 elements; only 21 are independent.

An isotropic medium is invariant under all rotations.

Constitutive relationship for isotropic elastic solid:

⌥ij =
�
(K � 2

3
µ)⇤ij⇤kl + µ(⇤ik⇤jl + ⇤il⇤jk)

⇥
�kl (9)

Ray parameter (flat Earth)

(constant along the ray):

p =
sin i

v
(10)

Spherical ray parameter

(constant along the ray):

p =
r sin i

v
(11)

Equation of motion: F = ma

Applying F = ma in the z direction

for a prism in shear:

Mass times acceleration = ⌃Axdx⇥2w
⇥t2

Net force = ⇥Fz
⇥x dx = Ax

⇥�xz
⇥x dx

⌥xz = 2µ�xz = µ⇥w
⇥x

 2w

 t2
=

⇤
µ

⌃

⌅2
 2w

 x2
= ⇥2 

2w

 x2
(12)

⇥ = vS =

⇧
µ

⌃
(13)

� = vP =

�⌥⌥⌃⌅ + 4
3µ

⌃
(14)

2
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2

In an isotropic solid only two elastic
moduli are independent, and there are

two types of waves, P and S

modified from Stein and Wysession, 2009
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3 . 6  S E I S M I C  W A V E  P R O P A G A T I O N

often proportional to each other. This follows from

Eqs. (3.41) and (3.48), which give the body-wave velocities in

terms of the Lam6 constants ,\ and p. For many rocks,

Poisson's relation I:p, applies (see $3.2.4.5), and so

(3 .105)

For brevity, the following discussion handles P-waves

only, which are assumed to travel with velocities a, and a, in

the two media. However, we can equally apply the analyses

to S-waves, by substituting the appropriate shear wave

velocities ftand Brfor the media.

3.6.2 Huygens' principle

The passage of a wave through a medium and across inter-

faces between adjacent media was first explained by the 17th

century Dutch mathematician and physicist, Christiaan

Huygens, who formulated a principle for the propagation of

light as a wave, rather than as the stream of particles visual-

ized by his great and influential contemporary, Sir Isaac

Newton. Although derived for the laws of optics, Huygens'

principle (1678) can be applied equally to any kind of wave

phenomenon. The theory is based on simple geometrical

constructions and permits the future position of a wave-

front to be calculated if its present position is known.

Huygens' principle can be stated: All points on a wavefront

can be regarded as point sources for the production of new

spherical waves; the new wavefront is the tangential surface

( or envelope ) oJ' the secondary wavelets.'

This principle can be illustrated simply for a plane

wavefront (Fig. 3.48), although the method also applies to

curved wavefronts. Let the wavefront initially occupy the

position AB and let the open circles represent individual

particles of the material in the wavefront. The particles are

agitated by the arrival of the wavefront and act as sources

of secondary wavelets. If the seismic velocity of the

material is 4 the distance travelled by each wavelet after

time I is Vt and it describes a small sphere around its

source particle. If the original wavefront contained numer-

ous closely spaced particles instead of a discrete numbeq

the plane CD tangential to the small wavelets would repre-

sent the new position of the wavefront. It is also planar,

and lies at a perpendicular distance Vt ftom the original

wavefront. In their turn the particles in the wavefront CD

act as sources for new secondary wavelets, and the process

is repeated. This principle can be used to derive the laws of

reflection and refraction of seismic waves at an interface,

and also to describe the process of diffraction by which a

wave is deflected at a corner or at the edge of an object in

its path.

^ r  r ' B
{v '

Fig. 3.48 Application of Huygens'principle to explain the advance

of a plane wavefront. The wavefront at CD is the envelope of

wavelets set up by particle vibrations when the wavefront was at the

previous position AB. Similarly, the envelope of wavelets set up by

vibrating particles in the wavefront CD forms the wavefront EF.

c t z A B

Fig. 3.49 The reflection of a plane P-wave at an interface between

two media with different seismic velocities: incident plane waves

(e.g., AC); spherical wavelets set up in the upper medium by

vibrating particles in the segment AB of the interface; and the

reflected plane wave BD, which is the envelope of the wavelets.

3.6.2.1 The law of refection using Huygens' principle

Consider what happens to a plane P-wave travelling in a

medium with seismic velocity a, when it encounters the

boundary to another medium in which the P-wave velocity

is a, (FiB. 3.49). At the boundary part of the energy of the

incident wave is transferred to the second medium, and the

remainder is reflected back into the first medium. If the inci-

dent wavefront AC first makes contact with the interface at

A it agitates particles of the first medium at A and

simultaneously the particles of the second medium in

contact with the first medium at A. The vibrations of these

particles set up secondary waves that travel away from A,

back into the first medium as a reflected wave with velocity

a, (and onward into the second medium as a refracted wave

with velocity ar).

By the time the incident wavefront reaches the interface

at B all particles of the wavefront between A and B have

been agitated. Applying Huygens' principle, the wavefront

133

{ 7

wavefront

i+2p:y j

It

Huygen’s principle, wavefronts, rays

ray
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f 9 + A l

Medium 1
(velocity o1)

Medium 2
(velocity rr2)

Figure 5.6. I luygens's constructiou for refract ion of a wave at a plane boundary.

Posit ions of a wavcfront at t imes f, ,  and (1,, + z1l) are shown bv broken and sol id l ines

arrd arrows on thc rays show the direct ion of propagation. Each point on the

wavefront at f , ,  acts as a source of wavelets (sl ' rown as short arcs), the envelope of

r,r 'hich is thc wavefront at (t  + / t) .

Thus

sini, = BC / AB - 7t.,Lt / AB

and

s in i ,  =  AD / , an=7 )2A t  /  AB

so that

s in l ,  _  a ,

sin i, u2

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.e)

(5 .10)

Tl'r is is Snell 's law of refraction.

Similar constructions may be used for reflection and wave conversion.

For a simple reflection there is no chanp;e in wave speed and so the angles of

incidence and reflection are equal. When partial conversion of a wave occurs,

as i l lustrated in Fig. 5.7, then the speeds of the incident and converted waves,

whether refracted or reflected, are used in snell 's law (Eq.5.9). For the wave

speeds a (for P waves) and B (for S waves) in media 1 arrd 2, as in Fig. 5.6,

the law becomes

sini _ sinrs _ sinrr, _ sin/, _ sin/n

F, []., o(1 F, c(,2

Particular reflections or refractions cannot occur if this equation gives the

sines of the relevant angles exceeding unity. Thus a wave may be totally
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Tl'r is is Snell 's law of refraction.

Similar constructions may be used for reflection and wave conversion.

For a simple reflection there is no chanp;e in wave speed and so the angles of

incidence and reflection are equal. When partial conversion of a wave occurs,

as i l lustrated in Fig. 5.7, then the speeds of the incident and converted waves,

whether refracted or reflected, are used in snell 's law (Eq.5.9). For the wave

speeds a (for P waves) and B (for S waves) in media 1 arrd 2, as in Fig. 5.6,

the law becomes

sini _ sinrs _ sinrr, _ sin/, _ sin/n

F, []., o(1 F, c(,2

Particular reflections or refractions cannot occur if this equation gives the

sines of the relevant angles exceeding unity. Thus a wave may be totally

Refraction and Snell’s law
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Figure 5.7. Refiected ancl refracted rays derived from an SV ratu incident on a plane

boundary. The boundary is assumecl to be "n'elded", that is, there is a continui iy of

so l id  ma te  r ia  I  ac r t tss  i t .

internally reflected in medium I if sin rp, sin /s and sin /p all exceed unity.

The incident wave considered in Fig. 5.7 is an SV r,r, 'ave, a shear wave

in which the plane of polarization or particle motion, is vertical. This gives

it a component of motion normal to a horizontal boundary. It is this

component of ther motion tl-rat generates P waves at the boundary. An SH

wave, in which particle motion is parallel to the boundary, causes no

compressic'rns clr rarefactions across the boundary and so can be refracted and

reflected only as an SH wave. Conversely, P waves incident on a boundary

p;enerate SV r.r.aves, but no SH waves. In general S waves have both SV and

SH components, but if a wave arrival at a seismic station is observed to be of

pure SV type, then it is probably a conrrersion from a P wave at an internal

boundary.

5.2.5 Attenuation

It is obvious that seismic u.aves are attenuated because if i t were not so

the Earth would be reverberating with the cumulative vibrations of all of the

earthquakes that have ever occurred. Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) give no hint of

attenuation, so it is evident that they do not convey the full story. We are
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" 
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Figure 5.9. Geometry of seismic rays in a plane layered Earth model, having P wave

speed, a, progressively increasir-rg with depth. Waves that travel for much of their

paths in deeper and faster layers, as i l lustrated, arc known as head waves.

in the two layers

The total travel t ime for this ray is the sum of t imes in the two layers

s i n 0 =  a t l u z

Then the distance travelled in layer 2, at speed cx,1 , is related

distance, S, and the thickness 21 of layer 1

r = S - 2 z r t a n )

a -

X  z t t

u2  u l cose

so that, substituting for x by Eq.(5.27), we obtain the T(S)

family of rays that penetrate layer 2 but no deeper and

distances S

T  s  ^ - (  I  t a n g )
' - - t t ^ l

a 2  \ a l c o s u  a z  )

(5.26)

to the total

$.27)

(5.28)

relationship for a

travel to various

With substitution for I by Eq.(5.26), this becomes

I
I
I
i0-
l z

Rays paths in a layered flat earth
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Ray refraction, smooth variations- 
no interfaces, no reflections, no conversions
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speed, a, progressively increasir-rg with depth. Waves that travel for much of their

paths in deeper and faster layers, as i l lustrated, arc known as head waves.
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distance, S, and the thickness 21 of layer 1
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Figure 5.10. Travel-t ime curve for f i rst arr iving pulscs from ;r layerecl structttre, as

in Fig. 5.t t .  Numbcrs on segments indicate the deepest layer penetrated by each

"farni ly" of rays.

values of layer thicknesses ancl speeds. If layers are inclined then not only

are depths ambiguous but wave speeds are biased. For a layer of speed a1

overlying one with speed a2 and having; an inclined boundary between them

dipping downwards at angle 0 away from the source of seismic waves, the

slorrrne'ss across the surface, that is the inverse of surface speed, of a head

r,r'ave that travels in the lower rnedium is (Problem 5.6)

i 2 2
t T  c o s O  \  0 .  u l
- = - f  -  

s l n t / (5.32)
dS c)(2 atez

Since the method works only for small 0, the first term is l i tt le different from

7 / a, as observed with horizontal layers. The second term is normally the

principal cause of a biased result. But the problem can be overcome by

making measurements of propagation in the opposite direction across the

same area. Then the sin0term is reversed in sign. Both ar and gcan be found

with a reversed profi le, as when explosive sources are used in exploration,

but the method has no application to earthquake studies.

For exploration of the upper crust, much greater detail is recluired.

This is usually obtained by using reflections rather than refractions. For

reflection studies sources and receivers are generally closer togeiher than in

refraction work, so that reflections are obtained close to normal incidence.

Tu'o-way travel t imes are measured and this translates into boundary depths

Travel times in a
layered, flat Earth

General expression for Hooke’s law:

⇤ij = cijkl⌅kl (8)

cijkl has 3⇥ 3⇥ 3⇥ 3 = 81 elements; only 21 are independent.

An isotropic medium is invariant under all rotations.

Constitutive relationship for isotropic elastic solid:

⇤ij =
�
(K � 2

3
µ)�ij�kl + µ(�ik�jl + �il�jk)

⇥
⌅kl (9)

Ray parameter (flat Earth)

(constant along the ray):

p =
sin i

v
(10)

Spherical ray parameter

(constant along the ray):

p =
r sin i

v
(11)
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Refracted rays and a velocity model



modified from Stein and Wysession (2009)
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Why does velocity typically 
increase with depth?

General expression for Hooke’s law:

⌥ij = cijkl�kl (8)

cijkl has 3⇥ 3⇥ 3⇥ 3 = 81 elements; only 21 are independent.

An isotropic medium is invariant under all rotations.

Constitutive relationship for isotropic elastic solid:

⌥ij =
�
(K � 2

3
µ)⇤ij⇤kl + µ(⇤ik⇤jl + ⇤il⇤jk)

⇥
�kl (9)

Ray parameter (flat Earth)

(constant along the ray):

p =
sin i

v
(10)

Spherical ray parameter

(constant along the ray):

p =
r sin i

v
(11)

Equation of motion: F = ma

Applying F = ma in the z direction

for a prism in shear:

Mass times acceleration = ⌃Axdx⇥2w
⇥t2

Net force = ⇥Fz
⇥x dx = Ax

⇥�xz
⇥x dx

⌥xz = 2µ�xz = µ⇥w
⇥x

 2w

 t2
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⇤
µ

⌃

⌅2
 2w

 x2
= ⇥2 

2w

 x2
(12)

⇥ = vS =

⇧
µ

⌃
(13)

� = vP =

�⌥⌥⌃⌅ + 4
3µ

⌃
(14)
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Why does velocity typically 
increase with depth?

1. Weaker rock types at shallow depth (crust)
2. Pressure effects on elastic moduli dominate
   over pressure effects on density
2. Pressure effects dominate over temperature
   effects
3. Phase changes make rocks stiffer (generally)

(but temperature, melt, and water can lead to 
a velocity decrease)

General expression for Hooke’s law:

⌥ij = cijkl�kl (8)

cijkl has 3⇥ 3⇥ 3⇥ 3 = 81 elements; only 21 are independent.

An isotropic medium is invariant under all rotations.

Constitutive relationship for isotropic elastic solid:

⌥ij =
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3
µ)⇤ij⇤kl + µ(⇤ik⇤jl + ⇤il⇤jk)
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�kl (9)

Ray parameter (flat Earth)

(constant along the ray):

p =
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(10)

Spherical ray parameter

(constant along the ray):

p =
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v
(11)

Equation of motion: F = ma

Applying F = ma in the z direction

for a prism in shear:

Mass times acceleration = ⌃Axdx⇥2w
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Net force = ⇥Fz
⇥x dx = Ax
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Triplications in the upper mantle

Rapid velocity increases at 
400 km and 650 km
due to mineralogical

phase changes



For example, low velocities 
in the asthenosphere
(high temperature, partial 
melting?)



Gross Earth structure
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Phases identified in
seismogram

Associated with paths
through the Earth
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PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981)



Depth

Density is part of PREM
This gives pressure at all depths

surface center
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Figure 5.20. Variations of the elastic moduli, K and ,r.r, with pressure, P, for the I,REM

earth model.

Eq.(5.62) is the simplest of the finite strain equations that are applied to

solids and to the interior of the Earth. It is easy to use and is valid for

extrapolations over l imited pressure ranges, but it is not sufficiently accurate

for estimating the densities of core and lower mantle materials at zero

pressure. Closer inspection of Fig. 5.20 makes a downward curvature of the

K(P) graphs clear enough to demand an equation for which dKldP is not constant

but decreases with P. Many have been tried, but almost all of them are just

as empirical as Eq.(5.60) (Stacey et al., 1981). Of the alternative approaches,

appeal to an atomic potential function, Q(r), with the form of Fig. E.1 in

Pressure, P (10rtPa)

Elastic moduli in the Earth
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6000 6371

Figure 5.19(a). Profile of clensity, p, through the earth moclel PREM with corresponding

zero prcssure, low temperature density, estimated by finite strain theory.

to nrore than 1 Hz for high frequency body waves. Dispersion is therefore

significant and must be allowed for, which means that, although Q has the

character of a minor correction factor, it is an essential parameter in detailed

earth models.

Appendix F gives selected details of the most widely used earth model,

which is known by its acronym, PREM (Preliminary Reference Earth Model).

The density structure is plotted in Fig. 5.19, with corresponding values of

internal pressure and gravity. The seismic velocities do not differ, to an

extent that is noticeable on a graph, from those of the iasp91 model, plotted

in Fig.5.17.  PREM inc ludes d ispers ion corresponding to a var iat ion of  Q
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Surface waves, dispersion
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Surface waves

1. travel along the Earth’s surface
2. exist as Love waves and Rayleigh waves,
   each with a distinct particle motion
3. have speeds that depend mainly on the 
   rigidity (shear modulus) of the rock
4. are dispersive 



Seismic surface waves - analogy
with water waves is apt
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Sensitivity of surface wave velocities to elastic
stucture at depth
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Mitra et al., 2006

Measured disperion curve (example)
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Figure 2.1: Sensitivity functions for fundamental-modeRayleigh and Lovewaves at the frequenciesmeasured

for this work, calculated for the spherically symmetric Earth model PREM (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981).

The bulk of the dataset consists of measurements at 35–150 s, made using themethod of Ekström et al. (1997);

kernels for these periods are shown in blue and red. A smaller set of phase-velocity measurements at longer

periods (200–350 s) made by Nettles et al. (2000) is also included; kernels for these periods are shown in

grey.

2.1 Intermediate-period surface waves

The dataset used in this study combines measurements made at the globally distributed stations of

the IRIS Global Seismographic Network (GSN), MedNet, and Geoscope, referred to collectively

here as the “global network” (GN), with measurements made at the regional stations of the national

seismographic networks of the United States and Canada and several temporary IRIS PASSCAL

array deployments (MOMA, Fischer et al., 1996; BEAAR, Abers et al., 2002; RISTRA, West et

al., 2004; FLED, Fischer et al., 2003; PASSCAL = Program for Array Seismic Studies of the

Continental Lithosphere). The dataset consists primarily of surface-wave phase delays at periods of

35–150 s, measured using the method of Ekström et al. (1997). The measurements included from

GN stations are those made by the seismology group at Harvard for earthquakes in the Harvard CMT

Nettles, 2005
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Great Circle Wave Propagation
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Figure 2.7-3:  Multiple surface waves circle the earth.



Animation courtesy of Dr. Dan Russell, Grad. Prog. Acoustics, Penn State

Standing wave as result of traveling-wave interference



Back to the wave equation:

F = ma (1)
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This equation has standing-wave mode solutions:
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Any motion can be represented as a sum modes:

F = ma (1)
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Frequency spectrum of a beer bottle



Animation courtesy of Dr. Dan Russell, Grad. Prog. Acoustics, Penn State
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On the Vibrations of an Elastic Sphere. By HORACE LAMB, M. A.
[Read May lltA, 1882.]

The following paper contains an examination into the nature of the
fundamental modes of vibration of an elastic sphere by the method em-
ployed in a previous communication, " On the Oscillations of a Viscous
Spheroid."* The problem here considered is one of considerable
theoretic interest, being as yet the only case in which the vibrations of
an elastic solid whose dimensions are all finite have been discussed
with any attempt at completeness. I have therefore thought it worth
while to go into considerable detail in the interpretation of the results,
and have endeavoured, by numerical calculations and the construction
of diagrams, to present these in as definite and intelligible a form as
possible. I find that some of my results (the most important being the
general classification of the fundamental modes given in § 5 below)
have been already obtained by Paul Jaerisch, of Breslan,, in Orelle,
t. lxxxviii. (1879) ; but the methods employed, as well as the form in
which the results in question are expressed, are entirely different in
the two investigations.

1. For convenience of reference, I place together at the outset several
analytical results which will be required.

It has been shown (Proc. Lond. Math. 8oo.t Deo. 1881), that the
solution of the following system of equations—

(1),du , dv . dw A
— -p — -p Ẑ \J
dx dy dawhere V* = di/dxi-\-di/dyi+di/dz\ and & is a constant, is given by

the formulae

n + l dx

»+l 2n+1.2n+3^-Tl L JSL.'
dy r1**1

n+l

(2).

* "Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society," Vol. xiii., pp. 61—66,
NOB. 183, 184.

Sir Horace Lamb
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^=0..(92).

The equation derived by eliminating w, / 0, is considerably more com-
plicated than in the former species. 1 have therefore confined myself
to the calculation of the lowest root, by Encke's method, for the same.
values of a as before. When cleared of fractions and expanded in
rising powers of $, the equation in question assumes the form

P-Q01+.R0*-,S09+ro8-&c. = 0,
where 6 = ka. I find, for the values of the coefficients,

P = 1 9 - 2 4 \ ' ,

-111? . _5_A»_15x«_lx»
""792 126 56 3 3 '
- J L . 125 x , _ _1_ 4__ 185
""3861 11088 168 33264

T= 719 , 1C3 , , 19
7413120 43*432 X 133056 X*-

2574
59 X8

2iVJ376
253 .„ 1

3459456 308880

where X* has the same meaning as before. When the value of a, for
any assigned value \z has been computed, the correction for the higher
roots may be roughly estimated from its known value in the case \*=0.
In this way I have obtained the following values of ka/ir, which are
probably accurate to the last figure given:—

•823

"=i
•840

* = TV

•842 •843 •848

It appears that tho influence of the value of m on the frequency is
(especially within such limits of the ratio m/n as include most actual
solids) very slight.

13. As an application of the preceding results we may calculate tho
frequency of vibration of a steel ball one centimetre in radius, for tho
slowest of those fundamental modes in which the surface oscillates in
the form of a harmonic spheroid of tho second order. In § 12
we obtained for this case ka/w = '842. Now, kajir = T0/r, where r
is the period, and TQ—2a/ y/fnp'1). Making then a = l , and adopting

p 2
212 Rev. M. M. U. Wilkinson on [June 8,

from Everett* the values n = 819 X10", p = 7*85, in C. G. S. measure,
I find that the frequency r"1 = 136000, about. For a steel globe of
any other dimensions, this result must be divided by the radius in centi-
metres. For a globe of the size of the earth [o = 6*87 X10"], I find
that the period r = 1 hr. 18 m.f

On some Formulas arising from the Differentiation of Elliptic
Functions with regard to the Modulus. By Rev. M. M. TJ.
WILKINSON.

[Head June 8*A, 1882.]

1. If we take the identity,
2cn(o-j8)cn(i3-y)cn(y--o)=2-snl(a-i3)-sn»(/3-y)-8n1(y-a)

+ AJ"sn1 (a-j3)WG3--y) snf (y-a) ,
and differentiate with respect to Jc, we have

2k sn1 (o-/3) sn1 (/3-y) sn» (y-o)
= {-2sn(a—0) en (j3-y) en (y-a) + 2sn (a-/3) en (a-/3)

= 2 {-dn (a-/S)-fc» sn (/3-y) sn ( y - a ) f
X sn (a-/3) sn (/3-y) sn (y - a ) d'

ah

whence
1 • <i.am(a —j3) , 1 d.am(/3—y) , 1 d.am(y—a)

dn(a-/3) dk dn(/3-y) dk dn(y-a) dk
__ _ h sn (a—/3) sn (/3—y) sn (y—a)

dn (o— /3) dn (j3—y) dn (y—a)'

2. It follows from this, that if

* Unitt and Physical ConttanU, p. 63.
f Cf. Thomson, Phil. Trant., 1863, p. 673.

Lamb’s estimate of 0S2

0.842 x period=2 x R0/vs

for steel Earth, 78 minutes



3233 sec

frequency


